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occurred.
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Offence u/s.307 is non-compoundable - High Court
compounded the offence by over-looking the 'nature
and gravity of the crime' and 'the societal impact'
- It accepted the compromise between parties
without application of mind and wrongly took the
view that it was a crime against 'an individual' and
not 'the society at large' - Settlement by monetary
compensation would not wipe off the crime against
accused - Taking of levient view on serious
offences, would defeat the objective of the criminal
justice system - Matter remitted to High Court to
decide the appeal on merit - Code of Criminal
Procedure, 1973 - s.320 - Administration of
Criminal Justice.
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PROTECTION OF W OMEN FROM DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE ACT, 2005:
ss.2(g) 3, 18, 19, 20 and 22 - Petition under Order of court directing the husband to allow the
wife to reside in shared household - Defied by
husband - Held: The act of husband comes squarely
within the ambit of s.3 - In view of continued
domestic violence by husband against wife, High

Court made an apparent error in holding that
conduct of parties prior to coming into force of the
Act cannot be taken into consideration - Wife having
been harassed, is entitled to protection orders and
residence orders alongwith maintenance - In
addition, she is also entitled for compensation and
damages for injuries, including mental torture and
emotional distress caused by acts of domestic
violence by husband - Husband directed to pay
compensation and damages of Rs.5 lakhs.
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SENTENCE/SENTENCING:
Death sentence - When warranted - Held: Extreme
penalty of death need not be inflicted except in
gravest cases of extreme culpability - Life
imprisonment is the rule and death sentence an
exception - Balance sheet of aggravating and
mitigating circumstances has to be drawn up Condition of providing special reasons for
awarding death penalty is not to be construed
linguistically but it is to satisfy basic features of a
reasoning supporting and making award of death
penalty unquestionable - Circumstances and
manner of committing crime should be such that it
pricks judicial conscience of court to the extent
that the only and inevitable conclusion should be
awarding of death penalty.
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(1) Pay - Pay-fixation of re-employed pensioners Pay of re-employed ex-serviceman re-fixed finding
that his initial pay fixation was wrong Administrative Tribunal held that employer was right
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pensioners and as per option exercised by
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opportunity to opt for pension scheme, after expiry
of cut off date - Maintainability - Held: It cannot be
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TELECOM REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF INDIA ACT,
1997:
s.36 - Power of Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India (Authority) to frame regulations - Held: Under
sub-s. (1) of s.36, Authority can make regulations
to carry out purposes of the Act specified in various
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